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I admire the Art and architecture subject from the way it captivates and challenges me. 

The main reason is looking at art; one can easily make a judgment on the general appeal. 

However, a more inquisitive mind can appreciate the artist intentions, methods behind the art and 

the vibrant history offered by the art. I am very passionate about the subject and always find 

myself eager to know more about the hidden meanings within architecture and artwork. I was 

significantly inspired by Aivazovsky, Dali, Klimt, Botticelli and Monet art galleries. Although 

over the years I have continued to feed my love of art, my main desire is to gain more knowledge 

on the subject. I know that pursuing this course will equip me with the knowledge and provide 

opportunities to develop me into an expert in the subject. I am particularly interested in religious 

art and architecture and therefore, studying this course will allow me to build more knowledge 

on the topic. I am highly devoted to studying the course.  

I attained a degree in Modern Languages (English and Korean) after which I did my 

internship in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and volunteered for an educational program in 

Vienna for two months. Working for an online education platform enables me to nurture the 

talents of young children who are creative to achieve more in their lives. Furthermore, 

undertaking art classes in London have helped me grow as a designer and also encourage me to 

develop and explore ideas through experimentation. Also, it is a basis for the course I would like 

to pursue. Working as a part-time decorator in weddings and concerts and also as an interior 

design assistant has improved my understanding of the challenges and processes involved in art 

projects.  The experience I have attained from the past and also pursuing this course will increase 

my art understanding and also apply the knowledge practically.   

Moreover, I am currently undertaking an online course in Philosophy from a Russian 

school. Philosophy will develop my critical thinking skills and improve my ability to understand 



 

 

the world.  My proficiency in Russian, English, Korean and French allows me to interact with 

different works of art and artists easily. Philosophy and languages is a perfect tool for describing 

and explaining the artist's conceptions and to understand the meanings and the value of each 

artwork.  

Architecture brings out my personality’s dichotomy and allows me to engage creatively 

with functional and aesthetic design aspects. Reading books, articles and journals prompt me into 

questioning how architects meet the global demands while bringing out phenomenal artistic 

buildings. I always enjoy challenges, and like sport, art is a lifelong challenge requiring many 

dedication years. In the future, I have plans to pursue another master’s degree in art history. 

Furthermore, I would love to be part of an artists’ team that promotes art through the 

organization of workshops and events. This will provide an opportunity for the young artist to be 

encouraged and inspired more by art. Although it is not that easy to exactly explain the depth to 

which I admire the topic, I have lots of ideas, and I would love to show it out to the world. 

Pursuing arts and architecture will, therefore, equip me with the skills that develop me into an 

outstanding professional. My vision of organizing social events to promote art will also 

materialize since the course will be its foundation. 

I am organized, determined and dedicated worker and these qualities enabled me to 

graduate successfully and take the art classes. Organizing an art club in High school and inviting 

an Iranian painter to be our tutor demonstrates my leadership skills, commitment, and 

organization. Working as a decoration assistant also developed my patience since art is an aspect 

that takes time and only requires a dedicated individual. Each day we experience art. Therefore, 

an opportunity to further my studies will enable me to be part of a team that analyses different 



 

 

kinds of art to understand its significance in the society and also encourage people to appreciate 

the beauty of art.  

As a thoughtful individual, I have clarity on the path I want to take in my career. As an 

artistic person highly captivated by art and design expression. Furthermore, I am eager to learn 

more in the art world, particularly history, the way it works and what I can avail to the world. 

Finally, I would like to understand how creative and contemporary art inspires people int 

experiencing emotions and feelings that otherwise they would not he. Therefore, an opportunity 

will enable me to achieve my dreams. 

  

 

 


